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Chapter 4 Operational Guidance
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7-2. Dismantle packing bolts

7-3. Adjusting the washing machine 
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Chapter 8 Wiring circuit
8-1. Wiring circuit
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Error message: The required water level is not reached within 8 min.
Trouble shooting:

N

Check if inlet valve is jammed
Clean inlet valve

N

Draw out the dispenser and check if
water is entering

Observe if the height of drain pipe not
reach 80 cm. If water level pressure
switch and the hose is leaking gas

N

Turn on power, and set pre-wash
mode, then start. Check the import
voltage of electromagnetic valve by
multimeter is it between AC 110-120V? Electromagnetic valve must be broken, please

replace it.

N

Check if tap is closed or water
pressure is too low (usual
between0.05 -1 MPa)

Open the tap or wait for normal water
pressure to use

The wire connected PCB and inlet valve is not
properly. Please reconnect it or replace it. 

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Check if water is leaking from washer
bottom. Inlet pipe. drain pipe or
other pipe connection

Y

Replace PCB

Check if export voltage from PCB to
electromagnetic valve, is it between
AC 110-120V?

N

N

Connect it well.
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Er12

Er13

Failure information: waterlevel abnormity during drying cycle
There are several reasons at it:
1. The drain pump is broken; 2.The connection between drain pump and the wire is abnormal; 3. The
amount of water flowing adapter is too much; 4.PCB is broken.

Failure information: Sheathed Heating Elements or drying
motor abnormity.
There are several reasons at it:
1. Thermal link is broken; 2.The connection between thermal link and wire is not suitable; 3. Sheathed
heating elements is broken; 4. The connection between sheathed heating elements and wire is not suitable;
5. Thermostat is broken; 6. The connection between thermostat and wire is not suitable; 7.PCB is broken.

Error message:The water level sensor circuit short cut or open
Troubleshooting:

N

Y Connect wellCheck if the wire of water levle sensor

is connected properly
it

N

YCheck if the water levle sensor

is damaged
Replace it

Replace PCB
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N

Failure water leaking
Troubleshooting:

Y
Is drain pipe broken

Readjust it

Is cushion of sight window broken?

Replace drain pipe

Reassemble cushion of
sight window

Is water leaking from outer cylinder?

Remove clothes
Y

Y

Check if water is leaking from the inlet
pipe or the tap

N

Check if there is foreign material nipped
between cushion of sight window and
sight window

Check if all tubes and tie-in is leaking
water, including the connecting of tube
and valve, dispenser, tube and dispenser,
outer cylinder-cushion of sight
window-hose and outer cylinder, drain
pump and gas valve

Y

Y

Replace outer cylinder

N

N

N

Y

Reasemmble or repair
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